
Windshield and wing fillets
approx. shapes

Make wing fillet from paper and tissue 

R1
1/16" sheet

Stab center
3/32" sheet

(R2)

Front

Rear

Spar center sections

1/16" balsa doubler Tyvek/thin cloth
doubler

Typical sliced rib section R2-R6
Add 1/16" sheet balsa inserts as shown (shaded)

and adjacent to diagonal spar crossing for strength

Sliced rib outline
Shorten from back as needed for ribs R2-R6

Main structure is 1/16" sq. unless otherwise noted

Fuselage box outlined in bold

R1

R1
Root angle is 75.9 degrees for 2.375" dihedral at tip

Wing spars for built-in washout; build a straight taper if desired

Front spar

Rear spar

Dihedral break

R4 R6

R4 R6

1/16" x 3/32"
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1

F2T,

F2B

F1T

F1B

F3B

F5B

Windshield hoop
(lamination suggested)

F1T

F1B

F2T

F2BF3B

F3TF4T

F5T

F5BF6B

F7BScrap 1/16" block
under stringers here

F6TF7T

F8TF9T

F9T

F8T

F7T

F7B

F6T

F3T, F4T

F5T (dashboard)

F6B

R6R5R4R3R2R1CL

CL

1.5 deg positive flat bottom wing 2 deg downthrust built in

LH radiator as shown;
RH only has 3 slats top and bottom towards back

exhausts on LH, cowl bump on RH

1 deg negative stab incidence built in
Wide slot allows for shim adjustments

Sheet balsa fill

Paper fillet

3/32" al. motor peg
Reinforce inside of fuse side

with 1/64" ply

1/16" sq. side stringers

1/2 scale front view

N1 - laminate or carve from block
Taper from outline (1) to (2)
Diamond nose plug hole shown

Patterns for fuselage formers

Add spinner if desired;
plane entered race without spinner

0" 1" 2"

CG

1/16" sheet wing spars
diagonal spars outlined

also from 1/16", same height
as main spars where joined

The R-6 "8 Ball" was fitted with an elliptical wing
for the 1939 National Air Races.

Results were promising, but the plane did not compete
due to engine troubles.

3-view and information from Maj. R. S. Hirsch's
Aircraft of Air Racing's Golden Age.

Also available on Hip Pocket Plans Gallery,
search "Keith Rider Aircraft 3-Views"
thanks to user Ratz for uploading

Color: dark blue overall.
1938 thin-wing version was light blue

Prototype Specs

Model weight: 36 g w/o rubber, 2.3 g nose ballast
Propeller: 8" plastic EB

Rubber: 1 loop 1/8", 1 loop 3/16" FAI x 40", ~16.5 g lubed
Gizmo Geezer nose button, 3/64" prop shaft

Flies left-left with right thrust to straighten climb

For FAC mass launch compliance, must meet PPLC criteria:
-insignia and colors

-wing fillets and control surfaces
-landing gear outlined

-3D exhausts and cowl bumps
-side stringers

-dihedral per plan or less
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Break TE here for washout
after lamination has dried.

Re-glue at angle with spars in place

White numbers
top and bottom of wing
both sides of fuse

Tail structure is 1/16" x 3/32" on edge
Curved outlines laminated from 3 pieces

1/32" x 3/32" balsa

Gussets 1/16" sheet typ.

2 3/8" dihedral each wingtip 
(max. for FAC legality)

1/4" washout under R6 each side

Wing perimeter laminations:
LE is 2 pieces 1/16" x 1/8" on edge
TE is 4 pieces 1/16" x 3/32" on edge

Wingtip is 4 pieces 1/32" x 3/32" on edge
Recommend using bass for inner tip lamination


